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speed of about 0⋅85 ± 0⋅05ms–1 was reached, corresponding to a drag
coefficient of CD = 0⋅42 ± 0⋅08 (based on an estimated thrust level of
12 ± 1N). The maximum yaw rate with one bow motor running
(thrusting alone with no forward movement) was about 2rpm. The rate
of loss of buoyancy was 0⋅65 ± 0⋅05N/s when the solenoid operated
valve was opened, and when there was no measurable gauge pressure
at the base of the envelope.

5.2 Testing in Kaieteur
The filming campaign in the Kaieteur National Park took place in July
2004. All the helium gas cylinders and the crates containing the airship
were actually flown to Kaieteur using a Shorts SC7 Skyvan, rather than
the BN-2 Islander as was planned, see Section 2.2. After unpacking all
the crates, preparation of the airship took about 10-12 days, slightly
longer than was previously agreed. Wind speed was monitored during this preparatory phase by placing
a three-cup anemometer on an existing mast near the airfield at about
10m above ground level. At the end of this monitoring period it was
apparent that the Kaietear plateau only offered the low wind speeds
stipulated (0-1ms–1) between about 0600 and 0800 (on most days).
Typically the wind speed rose linearly to about 2⋅5 ± 1⋅5ms–1 by
midday often accompanied by light rainfall and an increase in tempera-
ture from about 21 to 27° C. The wind speed then typically remained at
1-4ms–1 until about 1800. On one day (only) the wind speed rose to
1⋅4ms–1 briefly at 0800 and on that same day the wind speed increased
to 7ms–1 for about 20 minutes at midday, but it was noted early that

morning the conditions were overcast and obviously unsuitable for test
flights. Based on these measurements, as well as the above mentioned
Amazonian data, operations were restricted to the period 0600-0900,
when there was clear sky upwind. It was decided to inflate the airship about 0⋅3km from the airfield at
the edge of an area of forest, not in a clearing as was anticipated. North
of this site, the plateau had the advantage of being relatively flat with
only low level shrubs (e.g., giant bromeliads), i.e. this flat area could be
used for early trial flights, before committing to flight over forest.

Inflation was unfortunately interrupted for about ten hours, and the
author believes that some air ingression occurred (while the hull had a
low pressure at its base) resulting in a buoyancy loss of about 100N. As
a consequence, the airship was initially found to be about 10-15kg
heavy with 210kg of payload and ballast. Some reconfiguration of the
power system was therefore needed to reduce the mass of the airship:
one pair of the 26Ah lead-acid batteries had to be off-loaded.

After ground testing and tethered-flight tests, the airship was free-
flown twice for over 45 minutes, hovering about 2-3m above the trees
immediately banking the Potaro river. The cinematographer, Klaus
Scheurich, told the author that the airship was much more stable in
flight than previous helicopters he had used for filming (as well as
being free of vibration). The longest flight made was from the Kaieteur
airfield over forest to a clearing near Menzies Landing about 1km
away, with a 20 minute loiter prior to landing, see Fig. 8. In summary,
the user’s requirements were essentially met. The mass breakdown for
these flights is given in Table 1.On one flight a three-axis sonic anemometer was carried on a sting
mounted in front of the gondola, as well as a digital variometer and a
GPS receiver. An audio recording of this flight was made in order to
record significant events, in particular the times when the various
motor-units were operated. A sample output trace of the forward
airspeed (the x component of the anemometer with a sampling rate of
10Hz) corrected for potential flow effects(23), is shown in Fig. 9.

It was found(23) that the forward airspeed could be reasonably-well
modelled by integrating a simplified equation of motion, see Equation
A1 in Appendix. During the flight period shown in Fig. 9, the flight
trajectory was approximately straight and level, and no water/helium
releases occurred. The solid line in Fig. 9 shows the dynamic model
prediction when the drag coefficient was assumed to vary according to
a simple power law, CD ≅ 0⋅32U0 /U when U < U0 = 1⋅1ms–1 and
constant, CD ≅ 0⋅32, when U > U0. However, it should be stressed that
the CD values deduced from different phases of coasting deceleration(23)
had wide variations and it was not possible to determine the inertia
coefficient kx with any confidence, see Appendix. Further flight testing
will be needed to determine these parameters more accurately.

On two flights deliberate and successful water landings were made
on the Potaro river itself. No attempt was made to soft-land on top of
the canopy itself, as was achieved in a previous project (of much longer
duration) carried-out by the author in 1995(11,30).  
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Figure 8. Airship in free-flight above canopy in the Kaieteur National Park, Guyana. © Lena Herzog, reproduced with permission.

Table 1Typical mass breakdown of airship in KaieteurItem

Mass (kg)   
Cinematographer 

93
Pilot

76
Camera 

15
Other disposable items

13
Propulsion

25
Power control and electrical

16
Batteries

61
Balloon with rigging

86
Cone and fin

12
Gondola and upper frame

42
Ballast

10Total

449
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Nevertheless, there is continuing undercurrent of change, particu-

larly on the European side and perhaps led by the UK, where the

trend is towards a more ‘indirect’ style of state intervention.

However, the transition is likely to be protracted and largely

dependent on the emergence in Europe of a more integrated

approach defence-aerospace R&D and certainly an expanded

European research budget.In the meantime, the EU and other structuralist economies will

continue to view government intervention in strategic industries

such as aerospace as providing net benefits to consumers, as

answers to market or capital market failures or simply reflecting a

fundamental view of what comprise proper and prudent economic

policies. It would not be surprising to see this approach tied to the

environmental challenge; to enlist proven mechanisms to promote

technological innovation in the search for sustainable aviation

solutions(50)
. This is something a more enlightened and rational US

administration might also recognise as a sensible way to move

forward(51)
. The WTO would probably view this as a permitted

subsidy with public funding directed at delivering a public good.

While there would be undoubted commercial benefit issues, particu-

larly first user advantages for a breakthrough technology, the civil

aerospace industry must look to international solutions to a funda-

mental problem that could undermine market growth with detri-

mental effects for players on both sides of the Atlantic. A necessary

first step must be to end the cycle of US–EU bickering and focus on
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ABSTRACT

It is argued that acoustic resonance phenomena in open cavities such

as weapons bays cannot be adequately predicted through numerical

solution of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.

The requirement to resolve the growth of the shear layer instability

from the lip of the cavity inevitably implies that turbulence further

downstream is resolved while also being modelled thus making

RANS over dissipative. Large eddy simulation (LES) models only

unresolved scales and a hybrid method combining RANS near walls

with LES in the cavity appears a practical alternative to pure RANS.

This paper compares computations of the M219 cavity configuration

made with unsteady RANS and with the hybrid method known as

detached eddy simulation (DES). It is shown that whilst unsteady

RANS and DES give very similar predictions for the 1st and 3rd

modes of the acoustic resonance the 2nd mode (which is dominant

near the centre of the cavity) is absent in the RANS results but well

predicted by DES. The 2nd mode is thought to arise from an interac-

tion with vortical structures in the shear layer which are suppressed

in the highly dissipative RANS method. The 4th mode, which is

much weaker than the other three modes, is over-predicted by DES

and under-predicted by a smaller amount in RANS. 

NOMENCLATURE

D depth of cavity

L length of cavity

pref reference pressure (minimum audible variation)

Sk spectral density of turbulent kinetic energy 

W width of cavity

φf
value of flow variable on cell face

φf
UP upwinded update for φf

φf
CD central difference update for φf

µt
turbulent viscosity

µ0
molecular viscosity

ω angular frequency

Abbreviations

CFD computational fluid dynamics

DES detached eddy simulation

LES large eddy simulation

PISO pressure-implicit with splitting of operators

PSD power spectral density

RANS Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes

rms root mean square

URANS unsteady RANS

SPL sound pressure level

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Design requirements of modern combat aircraft include low radar

cross section which can be met only if weapons carried by the air-

craft are enclosed in a weapons bay within the airframe. Compared

to external carriage this has the added benefit of significantly reduc-

ing drag. However there are significant problems associated with

delivering weapons through the aggressive aerodynamic environ-

ment that results when the bay doors are opened. Of particular con-

cern is aero-acoustic resonance which results in discrete tones

containing high levels of energy(1). These can exert severe damage

on both the weapons and the surrounding aircraft systems. 

The acoustic resonance phenomenon in ‘open cavities’ such as

weapon bays arise from a feedback mechanism between the growth

of shear layer instabilities from the cavity leading edge and the peri-

odic impingement of high speed flow on the rear wall of the cavity.
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Book Reviews
Flight Dynamics

R.F. Stengel
Princeton University Press, 3 Market Place,

Woodstock, Oxfordshire OX20 1SY, UK. 2004.

845pp. Illustrated. £65. ISBN 0-691-11407-2.

The eminence of Professor Robert
Stengel will be well known to most
engineers, scientists and academics

working in the field of flight dynamics. His

universally acknowledged position as a

leading academic in the field derives from

his ‘real world’ experience which includes

involvement in the design of the Apollo

Lunar Module and the direction of many

flight experiments in the modified Navion

light aircraft at Princeton. Over a period of

many years the results of his research have

been published in countless papers. Since

he is an undisputed authority in the field of

flight dynamics it came as no surprise to

learn that he has published a new book on

the subject and an opportunity to review

this text was eagerly awaited.
First impressions were that this is a sub-

stantial book (845 pages) and that it is

extremely well researched, having a very

large number of references and a useful

bibliography of NASA reports related to

aircraft configuration aerodynamics. The

content of the book is a little unusual in

that it really is totally focused on the topics

we understand to comprise modern Flight

Dynamics, the author having resisted the

temptation to stray into the closely related

field of flight control. However, flight

control system topics are included appro-

priately where it is relevant to do so. It is

pleasing to see that the subject treatment is

securely founded on aerodynamics and

flight physics, and that subsequent topic

development makes extensive use of the

mathematics and tools of modern systems

analysis. This, of course, is entirely consis-

tent with the computer age in which we

now live and work and it helps to make the

material readily accessible.
The style of the book also differs a little

from the norm. It reflects the unmistakable

enthusiasm of the author for the subject, his

considerable application experience and his

ability to make the most complex topic

easy to assimilate – a skill no doubt refined

over many years of teaching students. His

approach is to take each topic, to reduce to

its most basic foundations and then to

develop it step by step until the desired

objective is reached. This means, for

example, that the reader is taken through a

mathematical development from its most

elementary starting point. In comparison,

most authors of similar texts omit the most

basic steps on the basis that it is assumed

prior knowledge. The dangers of this

approach in a teaching context are well

known. Consequently, it seems at first sight

that some of the material in the book is

pedantically comprehensive. However, this

opinion is short-lived when it is appreciated

just how accessible the material becomes as

a result of this approach. The style must

therefore greatly enhance the book as a

learning resource for students and it also

makes it an especially valuable reference

for those already familiar with the subject

area. This reviewer found the book so

useful in this respect that the review

process was temporarily overlooked!
In spite of its considerable volume, the

book has only seven main chapters which

reflects the thorough and comprehensive

treatment of the material. The introductory

material reviews a variety of modern air-

craft ‘shapes’ and comments very briefly

on their principal characteristics in context.

No doubt with the student in mind, the

introduction concludes with a Matlab

example showing how the flight mechanics

of a simple paper aeroplane can be mod-

elled and evaluated. The second chapter is

called Exploring the flight envelope, and

serves to introduce all the foundation flight

mechanics. This covers atmosphere

physics, axes systems, kinematics, aerody-

namics, powerplants and performance. The

objective here is to assemble the basic

mathematical models on which all flight

dynamics depends. The third chapter,

Dynamics of aircraft motion, builds an

extremely complete mathematical model of

the aircraft with reference to both linear

and non-linear solutions. A substantial part

of this chapter includes an in-depth discus-

sion of the aerodynamic contributions to

the equations of motion. Chapter four deals

with methods of analysis and design, and

unusually it deals with both the familiar

and the less familiar. Topics include lin-

earisation, solution of linear differential

equations, stability, time and frequency

domain analysis, parameter uncertainty,

aeroelasticity and flying qualities and

flight control. Chapters five and six deal

with longitudinal motions and lateral-

directional motions respectively. The

approach is similar in both chapters and

most of the topics are familiar. However,

the depth of the analytical discussion is

considerably greater than is usual in books

on the subject and the detail affords a pow-

erful insight into aircraft dynamics.

Chapter seven deals with coupled longitu-

dinal and lateral-directional motions.

Topics include small amplitude motions,

inertial coupling, ‘systems’ exhibiting

dynamic bifurcation and some of the most

recent advances relating to flight at very

high angles-of-attack.

Clearly, the book has been written with

the student market in mind as it includes

many worked examples to illustrate appli-

cation of the material. Further, much of the

example material is structured around a

suite of Matlab programs which are avail-

able from the author and I am sure that the

interest in this material will extend well

beyond the student market. Summaries of

the software tools and tutorial example 

aircraft models are given in the appendices.

However, the reader can download the 

programs from the author’s web site –

http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/stengel.

This is a terrific book which should

appeal to students and practitioners alike.

It is most comprehensive, thorough in its

detail and the style of writing makes the

subject easily accessible to all. Students

and teachers will find in it a resource that

is complete and compatible with the

requirements of the industry and research

organisations. Practising engineers and

researchers will find the book an invalu-

able reference, especially as it is compre-

hensive and starts from first principles

which makes it easier to deal with uncon-

ventional configurations. All that is

required of the reader is a reasonable grad-

uate level ability in engineering mathemat-

ics but such is the thoroughness of the

treatment, much of the mathematics is

explained as well. I recommend this book

without hesitation to those engaged in, or

aspiring to become engaged in, flight

dynamics, flight test, flight control and

related flight sciences. Priced at £65 it rep-

resents very good value for money and for

that it is hardbound as well!
M.V. Cook, CEng, FRAeS

Composite Materials for

Aircraft Structures –
Second edition

Edited by A. Baker et al
American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics, 1801 Alexander Bell Drive,

Reston, VA 20191-4344, USA. 2004. Distributed

by The Eurospan Group, 3 Henrietta Street,

Covent Garden, London WC2E 8LU, UK.

597pp. Illustrated. £81.95. ISBN 1-56347-540-5.

This second edition of Composite
Materials for Aircraft Structures
edited by Alan Baker and colleagues

is an updated, comprehensive treatment of

a subject that becomes more important and

relevant to university students and engi-

neers because composites are used more

extensively by the aircraft industry (Airbus

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0001924000086814 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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Founded in 1866 to further the science of aeronautics, the Royal Aeronautical Society has been at the forefront of
developments in aerospace ever since. Today the Society performs three primary roles:

■ to support and maintain the highest standards for professionalism in all aerospace disciplines;
■ to provide a unique source of specialist information and a central forum for the exchange of ideas;
■ to exert influence in the interests of aerospace in both the public and industrial arenas.

Benefits
■ Membership grades for professionals and enthusiasts alike
■ Over 19,000 members in more than 100 countries
■ Over 60 Branches across the world
■ Dedicated Careers Centre
■ Publisher of three monthly magazines
■ Comprehensive lecture and conference programme
■ One of the most extensive aerospace libraries in the world

The Society is the home for all aerospace professionals, whether they are engineers, doctors, air crew, air traffic
controllers, lawyers, to name but a few. There is a grade of membership for everyone — from enthusiasts to captains
of industry.

To join the Society please contact the Director, Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J
7BQ, UK. Tel: +44 (0)20 7670 4300. Fax: +44 (0)20 7670 6309. e-mail: raes@raes.org.uk
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The Royal Aeronautical Society has 20 Specialist Interest Group Committees, each of which has been set up to 
represent the Society in all aspects of the aerospace world. These committees vary in size and activity, but all their

members contribute an active knowledge and enthusiasm. The Groups meet four or five times a year and their main
activities centre around the production of conferences and lectures, with which the Society fulfils a large part of its
objectives in education and the dissemination of technical information. 

This work is valuable not only in terms of the Society’s charter objectives but also financially, as the conference
programme contributes to the Society’s annual income.  

In addition to planning these conferences and lectures, the Groups also act as focal points for the information
enquiries and requests received by the Society. The Groups therefore form a vital interface between the Society and
the world at large, reflecting every aspect of the Society’s diverse and unique membership.

By using the mechanism of the Groups, the Society covers the interests of operators and manufacturers, military and
civil aviators, commercial and research organisations, regulatory and administrative bodies, engineers and doctors,
designers and distributors, company directors and students, and every other group of professionals who work within
aerospace. No other institution represents such a wide and varied range of professions. 

The Society membership must ensure that these Groups continue to reflect the constant innovation and 
development of aviation. This can only be achieved by regular input from members. The Group Committees would
welcome new members, and those interested should write to the chairman of the relevant committee c/o the 
Conference Department. 

The Specialist Groups are: Aerodynamics, Air Law, Air Power, Air Transport, Airworthiness & Maintenance, Aviation
Medicine, Avionics, Flight Operations, Flight Simulation, Guided Flight, Historical, Human Factors, Human Powered
Aircraft, Light Aircraft, Management Studies, Propulsion, Rotorcraft, Space, Structures & Materials and Test Pilots. If
you feel you can provide an input, or expand the interests covered by a particular group, please act today and get in
touch. Remember, the RAeS is only as influential as the members make it.
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CORRESPONDING AUTHORS
The author willing to handle correspondence at all stages of refereeing,
production and post-production stages should be indicated clearly on the
covering letter. Their full name, full postal address, telephone and fax
numbers should be included with their e-mail address.

PREPARATION OF PAPERS

General

Initial submissions should comprise an e-mailed PDF or MS Word file or four
clearly typed (double spaced) copies of the complete manuscript including
figures. These must be sent to the Editor. E-mail and postal addresses for
submissions can be found at the bottom of this sheet. Handwritten
manuscripts are not acceptable. Please note we do not accept Latex files. The
accompanying letter must include a request for publication and state that the
paper has not been published previously or submitted for publication elsewhere.
The author is invited to suggest two appropriate referees and a suitable
Associate Editor to referee the submitted manuscript.

The receipt of papers will be acknowledged by return, with a copy of these
conditions and a reference number which should be used in all correspondence. 

Prior to submission, manuscripts should be read critically by a third party who
is familiar with the subject area and has a good grasp of the English 
language. Authors must also obtain permission where necessary to use any
material in a paper which is copyright or the property of any other persons or
entity, including their employers. Any fees incurred are the sole responsibility of
the author(s). Copyright lies with the publisher on publication. The 
paper may also be published on the Internet. The Aeronautical Journal is
marketed and sold internationally.

Figures

All figures must be provided by the author(s). Photocopies of figures (including
any photographs) if not included within the printed text must be sent with the
initial manuscript. For the final submission of electronic files for publication,
figures should be produced electronically, where possible. Hand drawings
should be avoided, but if absolutely necessary then they should be made with
black ink on white paper. Drawings considered unsuitable for publication will
be returned with a request for them to be redrawn or resuppled electronically.
All figures should be numbered and given captions. References to figures in
the text should be referred to as; Fig. 1, Figs 2 and 3 or Figure 1 if at the start
of a sentence. A printed set of the figures should be sent without borders

Photographs should be provided electronically and be scanned at 300dpi.
Graphs, tables, charts etc. should be at least 150dpi. Figures and photos are
accepted in the following formats: JPEG, TIFF and EPS.

STYLE GUIDELINES

Papers must be in English and should comply with the structural guidelines
below and should preferably not exceed 10,000 words. The following is the
recommended generic format: 

Title: The title should be kept short and concise.

Authors’ names and affiliations: Names should be presented in the order
the authors want them to appear on the published paper. Each author’s
organisation to which they are associated should be included with accom-
panying address.

Abstract: A single paragraph abstract of around 150 words which
summarises the paper and contains no references.

Nomenclature: A list of all symbols used in the text and figures, whether
familiar or not, should be given in alphabetical order with, for example, 
c before C and all English letters listed before Greek symbols. Subscripts
and superscripts should be listed separately where possible. SI units should
be used throughout.

Main Text

Introduction: Discuss the raison d’être of the work, including previous work by
others and how the work being presented aims to advance or complement this.

Equations: Equations must be numbered in brackets (...1). Each equation for
the final approved version should be produced electronically in WORD
preferably using Equation Manager or Mathtype. Variables should be in italics.
Constants should be in plain text. Vectors and matrices should be in plain text
but bold. Cos, Sin, Tan should be begin in capitals and be in plain text.

Conclusions: This section should be very concise and bullet points are
recommended for clarity. The degree to which the aims have been
achieved should be portrayed clearly to the reader. Suggestions for future
work or comments on work in progress are encouraged.

References: References should be numbered sequentially in the text as
they occur and placed at the end of the manuscript. For example, most
commonly for papers(1) and reports(2). They should be presented as
follows:

1. Miller, P and Wilson, M. Wall jets created by single and twin high pressure
jet impingement, Aeronaut J, March 1993, 97, (963), pp 87-100.

2. Green, J.E., Weeks, D.J. and Brooman, J.W.F. Prediction of turbulent
boundary layers and wakes in compressible flow, ARC R&M No 3791, 1979.

and for books(3)

3. King-Hele, D. Satellite Orbits in an Atmosphere, Blackie, Glasgow, 1987.

Appendices: If no suitable reference is available appendices may be used
to clarify certain points, such as a step in the theoretical analysis.

Tables: Tables should have a number and a caption. Each table should be
cited in numerical order in the text.

Technical Notes
These can be up to 2,000 words in length and have no set form. They can
be abstracts, comments upon unpublished papers, notes on interim results
or a call for further research. They do not have to contain figures or
nomenclature and may be in the form of a letter. Manuscripts submitted in
this category are reviewed by just one reviewer and are published more
quickly than a full paper.

THE REFEREEING PROCESS

Two referees are used for a paper: one for a Technical Note and it is
requested that authors suggest the names and addresses of three possible
independent referees to review their papers although the Editor reserves the
right not to use them. One copy of the manuscript is sent to each referee with a
request for a thorough review. Hence, in some cases, delays may occur in
finding a referee with suitable experience who is able to review the paper.

Once both referees have replied, their comments are sent to the authors
who are invited to revise the paper as suggested. It is helpful if a list of
those changes included by the author is provided.

Unless a paper has been accepted ‘as is’ by both referees, a revised
manuscript will be sent once more to the referees. If the Editor feels,
having considered the second reviews, that the authors have not
responded adequately to the original reviews of the referees, then the
paper may be rejected. Thus it is imperative that all comments are
addressed properly by authors. A third referee may be approached if the
Editor thinks this is appropriate. The Editor ultimately reserves the right to
reject a paper on grounds of quality or lack of co-operation from authors.

Acceptance

Once a paper is accepted, the authors will be invited to send the approved version
of the text on CD-ROM, floppy disk or by e-mail. The preferred text format is
Microsoft Word with separate individual electronic graphic files (JPEG, EPS or
TIFF files at 300dpi minimum) for any figures used. Please note that LATEX is
NOT acceptable. The positions of equations should be indicated in the text.

Following acceptance

Approximately one month before publication, authors are sent page proofs for
checking and should keep this in mind if likely to be away during this time.
Authors should expect just a single set of proofs to be sent to them for
checking. Authors are jointly entitled to 50 complimentary reprints of their
paper (sent to the corresponding author), and may order any number of
additional reprints at a price subject to quotation. These will be considerably
cheaper if ordered to coincide with the original print run, and in any case will
not be available if ordered later than two months after the cover date. The
original manuscript, figures and disk will be returned at this time if requested.

CONDITIONS OF PUBLICATION

Unless specifically attributed, no material in The Aeronautical Journal shall
be taken to represent the opinion of the RAeS and its Council.

Instructions for authors

The Aeronautical Journal does not charge authors for publication of papers

THE AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL

Papers should be sent to: Prof John Stollery, Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ or publications@raes.org.uk
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